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CHAIRMAN
Good evening and welcome to tonight’s game for our
fans watching on TV, our directors and Hull FC’s owner,
Adam Pearson.   
It was good to be back at the DW Stadium last week for a
win against a tough Castleford team, with some excellent
flashes of play from Wigan – highlighting the hard work put
in on the training pitch. Seeing Bevan French back in
action together with Zak Hardaker gave some indication of
our potential for the season, particularly as players return
from injury. 
Off the field, Tuesday’s commercial press announcement
welcomed specialist men’s makeup brand – War Paint For
Men – as our inaugural Training Kit Partner and Official
Men’s Health and Wellbeing Partner. By this partnership,
we hope to help change some stigmas and misconceptions
in society and to indicate the importance of diversity in
sport.
Tonight’s game is probably Wigan’s biggest challenge so
far on the pitch. Hull have been impressive so far under
their new coach, Brett Hodgson, a young coach with great
potential. They play an exciting and entertaining brand of
Rugby League. 
I’m sure it will be a big test for Adrian Lam and the squad
but one they will relish and look forward to.

Enjoy the game. 

Ian Lenagan, 
Chairman - Wigan Warriors

“Off the field, Tuesday’s commercial

press announcement welcomed

specialist men’s makeup brand – War

Paint For Men – as our inaugural

Training Kit Partner and Official

Men’s Health and Wellbeing Partner.”



ADRIAN LAM
Four from four in Super League so far, things are
going well…
It’s pretty good in the sense of the table. Our defence is
quite good and we’re playing quite consistently but there’s
always room for improvement. 

We are making those small improvements each
week with last Thursday probably being the best of
the four games…
It’s one thing that we had a focus on in making sure we
started the season well off the back of our defence and I’m
really pleased with that at the moment. There are some
areas where we can improve – our discipline is an area we
are talking about on a regular basis. When we get that
right I think we will be a hard team to beat. 

Do you think having players playing out of position
gives you more options moving forward for the rest
of the season?
Yes, it does. Even Bevan French playing his first game
back last week – he had 20 carries, which is amazing for
him. Then there’s players like Gildart, Manfredi and
Marshall to show what they are about, so I’m really happy
with the group. We’re certainly on the same page, working
hard together and when you are like that it’s hard to
surrender. 

It’s Hull next up, not just this week but next week
again in the Challenge Cup. You have previously
described it as a game of chess, which chess piece
do you move first this week?
It’s important we separate the two weeks. It’s hard to play a
team twice and play well. Obviously, that is the goal, but
we’ve just got to focus on Super League this week and
we’ve got a couple of days recovery after that before we
get into the Challenge Cup Quarter Final. We don’t want to
talk about it just yet – our priority is to keep winning in
Super League. Hull are undefeated, so it’s another massive
challenge for us.

How to balance the two games?
We’ve got to make sure the team has a great attitude, keep
focused and keep working hard together as a group. When
we are doing that, and we are all connected we are going
to be a hard team to beat. We will put all of our eggs in one
basket here in Super League and then we will review the
game. We will then put all of our eggs in the Challenge
Cup Quarter Final, which is an important part of the season
for us. 

What have you made of Hull FC so far this season? 
You can see they work pretty hard on their defence. They
are a team who turn up for each other. They are a quality
side with quality players right across the board. It’s a tough
challenge for us and one we are looking forward to. 
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Editor’s
Comment.

PROGRAMME EDITOR DAVE KUZIO RETURNS THIS WEEK, AND HE MUST BE GETTING
SOFT IN HIS OLD AGE, AS HE RECALLS A HEART-WARMING MOMENT HE WITNESSED AT
THE END OF LAST WEEKEND’S GAME.
As I was completing my match report after the Wigan
versus Castleford game and waiting for the virtual press
conference to start, something caught my eye down near
the pitch that made me smile and feel good about the
world. 
I noticed that some of the Wigan players were coming out of
the tunnel, warmly embracing someone and congregating at
the side of the pitch. At first, I couldn't see who the
gentleman they were acknowledging was, but then I saw
him clear as day. It was George Burgess.
I immediately got my phone out and started taking photos,
because this looked like a special moment between a former
player and his mates. You could see they were all saying
goodbye to him before Burgess stood in the middle of them
and gave a speech.

It looked very emotional, and even from a distance you
could
sense it was a touching moment.
Adrian Lam then revealed in the press conference that
Burgess was having his life-changing hip operation the
following day, and the playing squad wanted to show their
appreciation to the former player and tell them how much
they will miss him.
In a world where people generally only care about
themselves, it was nice to see the togetherness of one
team unite for a friend who is going through tough time.
This is what makes Wigan a special club, and I am pleased
I was there to witness it.
Best of luck in the future George.

George Burgess... life changing hip operation.

Last week was the first time in over 14 months that I had
been able to report on a game live from a stadium, I
have to admit the whole occasion was surreal.
From walking through an empty concourse to seeing
colleagues of over 10 years sat there looking like bank
robbers with their faces covered, it was just strange. But
what a feeling it was to be there.
You notice a lot of different things when there is no crowd.
When the players are warming up normally, you cannot
really hear anything because the music is blasting over the
speakers and the buzz of fans in their seats seems to drown
it out.

Well, you could hear everything last Thursday. The sound of
players hitting the tackling bags echoed around the empty
DW Stadium, and there was something weird about it. It
didn’t feel right.
I did enjoy the players shouting at each other on the pitch,
sometimes that passion gets overlooked, but you could hear
everything, and it added to the occasion.
Don’t get me wrong, I do not want this to be a regular
occurrence. Please, stay safe and get back to the DW
Stadium so I don’t have to listen to Tony Clubb being a
cheerleader from the sidelines – no-one needs to hear that. 
Enjoy the game.
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FIVE WARRIORS SELECTED IN ENGLAND KNIGHTS SQUAD.

Five Wigan Warriors players have been named in Paul
Anderson’s England Knights squad.
Discussions around future Knights fixtures for 2021 are underway
and Anderson’s charges will also be joining sessions with Shaun
Wane’s senior squad during the summer, as the national squad
prepare for the 2021 World Cup.
The five Warriors who will be looking to represent the Knights in
2021 and beyond are Ethan Havard, Liam Marshall, Oliver
Partington, Harry Smith and Morgan Smithies.
Players from nine Betfred Super League clubs are represented,
with four of them new to the Knights set-up. Anderson wants to
help all of them bridge the gap between domestic and senior
international competition.
England Knights Head Coach, Paul Anderson, said: “Through the
Knights programme we’re investing in the future of England
Rugby League. The Knights is part of a performance pathway
from schoolboy level upwards and I am excited about the
prospect of working with the players who have reached this stage
of their development. 
“My job is to prepare them for the next step – the senior
international team. People scrutinising the squad with a 1-17
scenario in mind will be wasting their time. In the Knights set up
we’ll be focusing on helping players make the transition from
domestic to international competition, which means exposing
them to the critical differences between what they experience
day-in and day-out with their clubs and what they can expect as
England internationals. The Knights is about developing talent,
preparing well and competing hard.  

“For some players the chance to represent the senior side may
come at RWLC2021, for others it might be 2025. Shaun is very
clear about what he wants and expects from the Knights, and I’m
very clear about supporting him.”
Wigan supply the most players with five, while Huddersfield
Giants and Leeds Rhinos each have four representatives.
Castleford Tigers, St Helens and Warrington Wolves each have
three players in the squad, with the remainder coming from
Catalans Dragons (two), Hull FC (two) and Hull KR (one).

England Knights squad (* denotes new selection)
Matty Ashton, Rob Butler (both Warrington Wolves), Tom
Davies (Catalans Dragons), Matty English (Huddersfield
Giants), Joe Cator* (Hull FC), Ethan Havard (Wigan
Warriors), Jordan Lane* (Hull FC), George Lawler (Hull
KR), Matty Lees (St Helens), Kruise Leeming (Leeds Rhinos),
Darnell McIntosh (Huddersfield Giants), Liam Marshall
(Wigan Warriors), Alex Mellor*, Mikolaj Oledzki (both
Leeds Rhinos), Jacques O’Neill*(Castleford Tigers), Oliver
Partington (Wigan Warriors), Danny Richardson
(Castleford Tigers), Aaron Smith (St Helens), Cameron Smith
(Leeds Rhinos), Harry Smith, Morgan Smithies (both
Wigan Warriors), Jake Trueman (Castleford Tigers), Danny
Walker (Warrington Wolves), Jake Wardle (Huddersfield
Giants), Jack Welsby (St Helens), Matt Whitley (Catalans
Dragons), Oliver Wilson (Huddersfield Giants).

The Rugby Football League has written to all clubs in Betfred
Super League, Championship and League 1 to advise of an
update of the requirements around On-Field Behaviours.
This allows for some loosening of the restrictions around
celebrations, reflecting the low infection rates across the
professional game for the last two months - and extending other
relaxations around training protocols that have been introduced in
recent weeks.
In addition, the sanctions which have been imposed on players in
the early weeks of the season for low-level breaches of Covid
protocols which have now been eased - for example high fives,
fist bumps, elbow taps and fleeting hand taps - will now be
suspended.
An RFL spokesperson said: "The RFL's Covid Working Group
met on Monday, and there was a unanimous desire to recognise
the changed landscape, and also the efforts of players and clubs
so far in 2021. We have had minimal positive tests, and no
postponements.

"A number of changes have been made to our Covid protocols in
recent weeks to reflect the greater knowledge of the transmission
of the virus - with the relatively low risk of outdoors transmission -
as well as the easing of Covid restrictions more widely across
society. It therefore feels the right time to relax slightly the
restrictions on celebrations - and on that basis, it's only fair to
suspend the punishments that have been handed out for low-level
breaches so far this season.
"The message we are sending to players and clubs is one of
thanks and congratulations, but also the importance of continued
vigilance and discipline, and the need to avoid any complacency.
The easing of lockdown restrictions will lead to a greater risk of
transmission in society - and our priority must be doing all we can
to ensure that players are not made unavailable either by positive
tests, or as close contacts through test and trace analysis.
"We'll therefore be focusing on higher risk situations - hugs, pile-
ons, and handshakes will remain forbidden, and the subject of
possible compliance action, whereas high fives, fist bumps, and
fleeting hand taps will no longer be followed up."

COVID RESTRICTIONS EASED OVER TRY CELEBRATIONS.

Ethan Havard Liam Marshall Oliver Partington Harry Smith Morgan Smithies
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Bevan French marked his return to action with a brace of
tries as Wigan Warriors edged out Castleford Tigers in a
thrilling and tough encounter.
Following a slow start to the game, it was the Tigers who took
the lead with Jordan Turner starting to take control in the halves.
Turner was heavily involved in the opening try as he spread the
ball wide and Peter Mata'utia produced a sublime offload under
pressure to send winger Derrell Olpherts over in the corner. Paul
McShane added the extras from the touchline as the visitors led
6-0.
The visitors looked like the better team following that try, but they
couldn't make it count on the scoreboard and the Warriors made
them pay. A break from Jackson Hastings put them in a strong
attacking position before Harry Smith spotted a gap. 
It looked like the half-back was going to score but he was ankle
tapped by Niall Evalds, but as he was falling, he sent a ball inside
for Zak Hardaker to score. The full-back converted to level it up
at 6-6.
Castleford regained the lead with nine minutes left in the half, as
McShane kicked a penalty following two successive penalties
and it looked like they would head into the break in front, but the
Warriors had other ideas.
Despite not playing well in the first half, it was the Warriors who
led at the break. They were helped into the Tigers half thanks to a
penalty, and they spread the ball from right to left with Smith,
Hardaker, Hastings and Farrell all involved as French swooped
over in the corner for his first try of the season. Hardaker
converted from the touchline as the home side led 12-8 at half
time.
There was a moment of controversy in the 47th minute when
referee Chris Kendall initially disallowed a score for Olpherts, but
moments later he spoke with his in-goal touch judge and
changed his mind. The try was awarded, and we were all level at
12-12.
Wigan did not let that disappointment get them down and they hit
back almost immediately to go back in front. Hastings showed
some great vision to spot that Olpherts was out of position and
he sent a kick over for French to collect and go over. Hardaker
hit the post with the conversion attempt but Wigan led 16-12.
The result was in doubt right until the final five minutes with both
teams creating chances, but Wigan hooker Sam Powell ensured
they remained undefeated as he took advantage of some soft
defending to touch down. Hardaker converted as Wigan ran out
22-12 winners.

BETFRED SUPER LEAGUE ROUND FOUR
THURSDAY 22nd APRIL 2021
AT THE DW STADIUM

WIGAN WARRIORS
Zak Hardaker, Jake Bibby, Willie Isa, Liam Farrell, Bevan
French, Harry Smith, Jackson Hastings, Brad Singleton,
Sam Powell, Tony Clubb, John Bateman, Morgan Smithies,
Oliver Partington.
INTERCHANGES
Joe Shorrocks, Joe Bullock, Liam Byrne, Ethan Havard.
TRIES: Hardaker (25′), French (36′, 52′), Powell (76′)
GOALS: Hardaker (3/4)

CASTLEFORD TIGERS
Niall Evalds, Derrell Olpherts, Peter Mata’utia, Michael
Shenton, Greg Eden, Jordan Turner, Jake Trueman, Tyla
Hepi, Paul McShane, Liam Watts, Cheyse Blair, Oliver
Holmes, Nathan Massey.
INTERCHANGES
Grant Millington, Adam Milner, Lewis Bienek, Brad Martin.
TRIES: Olpherts (15′, 47′)
GOALS: McShane (1/2)
PENALTIES: McShane (31’)
REFEREE: Chris Kendall.

WIGAN WARRIORS 22
CASTLEFORD TIGERS 12

Joe Bullock squares up to Cheyse Blair.

Willie Isa and John Bateman slow Oliver Holmes progress.

Brad Singleton takes on Paul McShane and Tyla Hepi.

Jackson Hastings looks to expand the play.

All smiles as Sam Powell celebrates his try. Back in business - Bevan French.
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Easter has been and gone and we've reached another
Bank Holiday weekend without having seen Wigan and St
Helens face off. When that fixture comes around - and
with fans back in the stadium - it should be one of the
Super League highlights of recent years, combining the
traditional rivalry with the Warriors' desire for revenge on
the back of last year's Grand Final.

But until that point, this is the fixture that excites me most.
Two unbeaten sides with near-identical records over the first
four rounds of the competition. It should be an absolute
cracker, but it's the one-v-one battles and storylines all over
the pitch that really elevate the contest. 
Brad Singleton has been hugely impressive since arriving
post-lockdown last year, but if there's one player giving him a
run for his money as the best front-row enforcer in the
competition this year, it's Scott Taylor. 
He developed into one of the top props in the country during
his time at the DW Stadium, carried that through at a Salford
side that lacked bite and maintained that level in his first few
years with the black and whites. 
This year though, he appears to have kicked on even further -
and I'm not sure whether it's the arrival of Brett Hodgson and
a different game plan, or simply the carrot of a potential
World Cup with England at the end of the year that's seen
him lift his game, but it's great to watch. Should he and
Singleton collide tonight, that impact will be heard back on
the Humber. 
Forcing your way into Shaun Wane's thinking is clearly a key
motivating factor for a lot of players this year and the two full-
backs on show tonight will be a huge part of the conversation
around who gets the nod in the number one jersey. 
I know Wane has said that Sam Tomkins would get first crack
if the squad was picked tomorrow, but for me - and as
exciting an attacking threat as Sam is - Zak Hardaker's
defensive game would give him the edge, particularly in the
latter stages of the competition when we come up against the
likes of Australia, New Zealand and Tonga.
Jake Connor has made it pretty clear throughout his career
that he's always got something to say and he'll fancy his
chances of forcing his way into the reckoning, too. In the
absence of Jamie Shaul he appears to be making the full-
back slot his own and producing the most consistent rugby of
his career. 
He's an incredible off-the-cuff rugby player and I think if
England can harness that effectively, he can be a huge asset
during the World Cup, perhaps as a bench utility capable of
slotting in across the outside backs or pivot positions and
capitalising on tiring defences. 
Tonight provides an opportunity for these stars to show what
they're capable of, facing off against each other to prove their
abilities to their international coach and get the win for their
respective sides. It should reach play-off intensity. Bring it on!

Elevating the
contest.

TOM BRAMWELL OF THE MANCHESTER EVENING NEWS WRITES.

In association with CAR CENTRE WIGAN

Brad Singleton… hugely impressive.
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On this day.
29th April 1989.

When I discovered that tonight’s game fell on 29th April, 
I have to admit I did smile quite a bit. This date should
be ingrained on the memory of every Wigan fan – it is of
course the day we defeated St Helens 27-0 in the 1989
Challenge Cup Final at Wembley Stadium.
This is a day Wigan fans will remember until the end of time,
while St Helens fans cringe at this date and also at the sight
of the famous blue and white jersey that the players adorned
that Saturday afternoon.
Wigan never looked in any danger of losing this one, Kevin
Iro opened the scoring inside the first three minutes. Gary
Connolly – who was 17 at the time – made an error that
gifted possession to Wigan. Ellery Hanley ran out wide and
sent Iro in at the corner.
It took Wigan another 23 minutes to score another try –
although Joe Lydon had made it 6-0 with a penalty. This try
was pure class, Hanley received the ball and seemed to
ghost through a gap in between Paul Vautin and Bernard
Dwyer, before fending off Phil Veivers to score under the
posts to lead 12-0 at the break.
Wigan extended their lead to 13 with an Andy Gregory drop
goal, before scoring three more tries. Iro trampled over the
top of Connolly to get his second, while Andy Gregory
walked over for the easiest score of his career after a break
from Edwards.
Steve Hampson finished off the scoring that day, as he
collected a pass from Lydon to score in the corner. It was
sheer delight for Hampson, as he had missed the Finals in
1984, 1985 and 1988 through injury, and he couldn’t

contain his excitement as he acknowledged the crowd as he
went over. 
For all the trophies they have won over in St Helens, they
still haven’t lived down the embarrassment of that
performance in 1989. 

THE WIGAN TEAM THAT DAY:
Steve Hampson, Tony Iro, Kevin Iro, Dean Bell, Joe Lydon,
Shaun Edwards, Andy Gregory, Ian Lucas, Nicky Kiss,
Adrian Shelford, Andy Platt, Ian Potter, Ellery Hanley. 
Subs: Denis Betts, Andy Goodway.

ALSO ON 29th APRIL 1989

Number One Single:
Eternal Flame - Bangles

Number One Album:
A New Flame – Simply Red

Boxing’s Heavyweight Champion of the World:
Mike Tyson WBA, WBC & IBF 

Division One Champions:
1988-89: Arsenal

Price of a pint of lager:
£1.08
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It might not have been a full-strength Leeds Rhinos side,
but Wigan should take a lot of pride out of the way they
performed at Headingley to extend their unbeaten start to
the Betfred Super League season.
You have to remember that Wigan were once again playing
with makeshift centres in Willie Isa and Liam Farrell, so that
only adds to how impressive the performance was by keeping
the Rhinos to just one try.
Wigan took the lead for the first time in Super League when
the Warriors took full advantage of a set restart as Farrell
finished off a passing move on the left edge after 19 minutes.
Adrian Lam’s men doubled their advantage six minutes before
half-time thanks to a moment of brilliance from Zak Hardaker.
The full-back noticed his Leeds counterpart Jack Broadbent
out of position, so he put in a little grubber kick and chased it
before touching down in the corner.
Hardaker failed to convert either try as Wigan led 8-0 at the
break, and those misses almost came back to haunt the
Warriors as Leeds started the second period the brightest.
The hosts reduced the deficit to just two points five minutes
after half time, as Kyle Eastmond’s long ball found Luke
Briscoe and the winger flicked the ball back inside for Alex
Mellor to touch down. Rhyse Martin converted to make it 8-6
to Wigan.
That was as good as it got for Richard Agar’s men, as Wigan
scored two more tries in the final 21 minutes to make it three
wins from three in the league.
Hastings – who has been nothing short of brilliant since
returning from Australia – as he threw a dummy close to the
line to score Wigan’s third try. He then turned provider for the
final try of the game as he tormented the Leeds defence,
before offloading for Farrell to race home for his second.
With the clock ticking down, Hardaker rubbed salt into the
wounds of his former club as he slotted over a drop goal to
secure a 19-6 victory.

BETFRED SUPER LEAGUE ROUND THREE
THURSDAY 15th APRIL 2021
AT THE EMERALD HEADINGLEY STADIUM

LEEDS RHINOS
Jack Broadbent, Tom Briscoe, Alex Mellor, Alex Sutcliffe,
Luke Briscoe, Kyle Eastmond, Rhyse Martin, Mikolaj Oledzki,
Kruise Leeming, Matt Prior, Sam Walters, James Donaldson,
Cameron Smith.
INTERCHANGES
Brad Dwyer, Jarrod O’Connor, Morgan Gannon, Corey Hall.
TRY: Mellor (45′)
GOAL: Martin (1/1)

WIGAN WARRIORS
Zak Hardaker, Jake Bibby, Willie Isa, Liam Farrell, Umyla
Hanley, Thomas Leuluai, Jackson Hastings, Brad Singleton,
Sam Powell, Tony Clubb, John Bateman, Morgan Smithies,
Oliver Partington.
INTERCHANGES
Joe Bullock, Ethan Havard, Joe Shorrocks, Harry Smith.
TRIES: Farrell (19′, 73′), Hardaker (34′), Hastings (59′)
GOALS: Hardaker (1/4)
DROP GOAL: Hardaker (80′)
REFEREE: Chris Kendall.

LEEDS RHINOS 6
WIGAN WARRIORS 19

Liam Farrell slices through the Leeds defence.

Willie Isa goes for the gap.

Morgan Smithies does the ‘tough stuff’.

Umyla Hanley weighs up his options.

John Bateman puts Kyle Eastmond to the test.

Harry Smith weaves his magic.
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Wigan Warriors Women’s hooker Carys
Marsh has earned a call-up to the Wales
36-player train-on squad for their Test
match against England in June.
England and Wales will lock horns on
Friday 25th June at the Halliwell Jones
Stadium as part of a historic double-
header before the England men’s team
take on the Combined Nations All Stars. 
Marsh, who debuted for Wigan against
her former side St Helens in the 2019
Women’s Super League, made 12

appearances and scored one try for the Warriors that season. 
The hooker joins fellow Betfred Women’s Super League player,
Keira McCosh of Warrington Wolves, for their first call-ups
respectively.
Speaking on the announcement, Marsh said: “I just love playing
rugby, so I’m really excited to get the chance of extra training
and games within an international environment, as well as being
part of the growth of Women’s Rugby League in Wales.
“Kris (Ratcliffe) spoke to me last week and we discovered that I
would qualify to play for Wales as my mum is from Wales.”
If selected for the fixture, Marsh could also face up against
some of her current and former team mates who will pull on the
England shirt. 
Speaking on the possibility, she added: “I think that most of the
girls in Women’s rugby at the minute are used to playing
against former team mates. During the Warrington game at the
weekend I came up against a lot of players who I have played
with at some point in the last 12 years.
“My first game for Wigan was against my former club St

Helens. So if I was lucky enough to be picked to play in the
game against England, I’m sure I’ll come head-to-head with a
lot of familiar faces, which will be strange but something we’re
all used to.”
Wales Women played their first ever fixture back in 2019 as
they were defeated by Team GB Teachers. The 36-player
squad includes 15 new players from the inaugural squad
selection.

England take on Wales at the Halliwell Jones Stadium,
Warrington on June 25th 2021, 6pm kick-off with tickets
available to buy at:
https://www.eticketing.co.uk/rugbyleague/ 

WALES TRAINING SQUAD:
Lianne Fletcher (Aber Valley Wolves), Ffion Jones, Sara
Jones, Laura Keeble, Eleri Michael (all of Bridgend Blue
Bulls), Vicky Lea, Jess McAuley (both of British Army),
Lauren Aitken, Leanne Burnell, Harriet Cooksey, Danyelle
Dinapoli, Seren Gough-Walters, Emily Hughes, Savannah
Ledsam, Rebecca Llewellyn Ennis, Sian Moore, Charlie
Mundy, Amberley Ruck, Kathryn Salter, Rafiuke Taylor (all
of Cardiff Blue Dragons), Rebecca Davies (Flintshire
Falcons), Angharad McCormack (London Broncos), Anne
Marie Sayle, Charlotte Williams (both of RAF), Karla
Benjamin, Shaunni Davies, Ffion Lewis, Zoe Lewis, Joeann
McGuire, Claudia Meyrick, Lowri Norkett, Ffion Owen, Sara
Prosser, Stacey Wright (all of Rhondda Outlaws), Keira
McCosh (Warrington Wolves), Carys Marsh (Wigan
Warriors).

CARYS MARSH GETS THE CALL FOR WALES.
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Looking back on last Thursday’s match, to restrict
Castleford Tigers to just 12 points was a great
effort.
We knew they were a massive attacking threat, they
started the year really well and have posted a lot of points
on teams. We knew down on our goal line we would be
threatened a lot, so we had to make sure we took out their
key men and do a job on them. I think we put them under a

lot of pressure early on in the game, they fatigued a little
bit, and it gave us some joy. So, yeah it was a really good
win, and we made a lot of improvements in that game too.

Four wins from four – 100%. Players coming back
as well, good to have Bevan French back in the
side?
Yeah, he looked great. He was probably a little bit out of
possession for him on the wing, but I thought him and Zak
(Hardaker) working in the back field worked really well.
Zak performing well and Bevan on the wing is a massive
threat for us, I think we have got to continue with that at
the moment and see how that develops, but as a team, I
think we look sharp. Four out of four, and we keep ticking
these games off, but they are getting harder over the next

few weeks. The next couple of weeks is a big part of the
season for us. Hull have been going really well, so we are
looking forward to the game.

If that’s how it’s going to stay with Bevan over your
left shoulder for the next few weeks, are you going
to have to keep up with him or is he going to have
to keep up with you?
I think I am under a little bit of pressure to get the ball to
him. Obviously, you saw at the weekend he can be a threat
when he has the ball in his hand. I did well to get one away
to him, and obviously Jacko (Jackson Hastings) put him in

for one as well. Two for him last week, but I think as the
weeks go on, he will get better and better, and we will see
the Bevan French of last year.

100% FOR THE TEAM.
LIAM FARRELL IN CONVERSATION.

continued overleaf
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I suppose you are looking to get Oliver Gildart
and Liam Marshall back in the side so you can
maybe jump back into your familiar back row
spot?
Yeah, I am sick to death of seeing those two names
you mentioned there knocking around training and
causing havoc between the lads, but they are not too
far away – both of them – Dom Manfredi as well. So,
once we get one of them back, I can hopefully move
back in, but I have told Gilly he is not getting his
position back. 

I suppose it is good having that extra string
to your bow isn’t it, Liam Farrell the utility
player?
Before this year, I had never actually officially
started a game at centre. I had been there a few
times in games before when we had lads
injured, but I am happy to play there and do a
job there and I will give 100% for the team and I
am trying to do that at the moment.

Last one about Thursday, just good to get
home after so long away, we just need to get
the fans back in there now?
Yeah, it was very strange to be back at the DW
Stadium, but it was a great feeling. I can honestly say
all the lads love playing there, it’s a great field to play
on and it suits us as a team. I am looking forward to
playing there again on Thursday night, but there is
one more added factor, to get the fans back will be
that added boost that we need.

“we are expecting a

tough game and they

are going to be a hard

team to break down.”
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It’s Hull FC next up, a team that has also
started fairly well. It’s not just this week, it’s
the week after as well?
Both teams get to have a preview of each other this
week. It’s a massive two points this week, both
teams are unbeaten, and we want to keep that
unbeaten record ourselves. We know we have got a
tough opposition. They have got some massive
attacking threats, we will have to be on our game 1-
17. The week after is the Challenge Cup, but we
will focus on that when we get to it. We have to
make sure we are good man-on-man, and deal with
all their plays. It will be a tough test for us, probably
the toughest test we will have had this year. They
have been travelling well, but it’s about time we had
that test.

It seems strange coming up against a side
and their head coach is someone that you
have actually played against?
Yeah, I think it was in 2010 or 2011, I’m not sure
when he retired. He was a great player, and I have
heard a lot of good things about him as a coach as
well, so it is going to be interesting to see how they
play. We have seen them over the first few weeks,
and they have looked really good, very defence
orientated, so we are expecting a tough game and
they are going to be a hard team to break down. 

Defence wins games, Wigan have only
conceded the one try in the last two games
against Hull, so if you keep it like that you
have a good chance?
You look at our defence record this year, I think it is
pretty good. We had a little bit of a blip in the first
game against Leigh, but other than that, we have
not had many points conceded against us especially
in the second half. So, it’s a really pleasing thing
about us at the moment. We have got to try and
keep that record going.

Finally, it’s the Challenge Cup the week after
against the same team, I’m guessing there
has been no talk about the Challenge Cup
just yet, it’s just all about the Super League
game?
Yeah, it 100% is. We will deal with the Challenge
Cup when we get to it next week. It is something
that is sat in the back of my mind, we want to have a
good go at it, but let’s deal with this week first. We
will see what Hull are like and what their threats are,
and then we can move on to next week. n
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In opposition
Hull FC.

Hull FC are the second team in the space of
seven days to arrive at the DW Stadium
defending their unbeaten start to the season.
The Black and Whites have a new man in charge
in the shape of Brett Hodgson, and they have hit
the ground the running in 2021 and could be
considered as genuine contenders for the Super
League title this season.

This will be the first meeting of two in succession
for Hull and Wigan, with the winner tonight
gaining an advantage ahead of their Challenge
Cup quarter-final at Headingley next Saturday.
This should be an entertaining battle and could
be a good indicator of how well both teams will
fare this season.

THE COACH
BRETT HODGSON.
We all might have been surprised when Lee Radford was
axed by Hull FC live on Sky Sports, but we couldn’t
understand why caretaker boss Andy Last wasn’t kept on
at the end of the 2020 season after he guided the Black
and Whites to the Super League play-offs semi-finals.
Hull FC decided to go for an inexperienced head coach in
Brett Hodgson which raised a few eyebrows, but no-one is
questioning the decision anymore.
Hodgson is a household name in rugby league following
spells with Western Suburbs, Parramatta Eels, Wests
Tigers, New South Wales, Huddersfield Giants and
Warrington Wolves, but we didn’t know how he would be as
a head coach.
He has already shown he likes to play attractive rugby, and
he looks like he is the first coach to get the best out of Jake
Connor. If he can keep his team performing well until
Reynolds returns from injury, then they will definitely be
genuine contenders for St Helens’ crown.

FC were pushed all the way by Wakefield.

DAVID KUZIO WRITES.

Last week I ran with a new
feature on this page,
highlighting a club legend
from tonight’s opponents. I
have decided to stick with
this format, and this week I
will focus on Peter Sterling.
‘Sterlo’ was already a big name
in Australia, having made his

Test debut for the Kangaroos in 1982. He joined Hull
in 1983 and had two spells with the club between
that time and 1985.
He immediately captured the hearts of the Hull
faithful and guided them to the 1985 Challenge Cup
against Wigan where he went up against his
Parramatta Eels team-mate Brett Kenny, who was
representing Wigan that day.
Sterling only played 36 times for the Black and
Whites, but his legacy lives on. He has since been
inducted into the club’s Hall of Fame.

Hull FC might not have a 100% record anymore, but
they are still unbeaten in Super League thanks to three
wins and one draw from their opening four matches of
the campaign.
The Black and Whites kicked off their 2021 season with a
convincing 22-10 win over Huddersfield with new signing
Josh Reynolds shining on debut as he scored a try
alongside Jake Connor and Josh Griffin.
Reynolds was again in fine form a week later as Hull ran in
five tries during their 35-4 victory over Salford Red Devils.

He managed to grab a brace of tries, but he was also
forced off with a hamstring injury that would put him on
the sidelines for six weeks.
Many people thought Hull would crumble without
Reynolds in their side, but they remained unbeaten in
week three as they played out a 14-14 draw with
Warrington Wolves. We all remember that Hull
participated in the first ever golden-point game against
Wigan in 2019, well they will also go down in history as
being involved in the first Super League game that ended
in a draw after the extra period.
They got back to winning ways in round four, but they
were pushed all the way by a resilient Wakefield Trinity
side. A late try from Carlos Tuimavave saw the home with
a narrow 20-14 success.

THE SEASON SO FAR.

CLUB LEGEND 
PETER STERLING.
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KEY PLAYERS. ABOUT HULL FC.
Hull FC made the headlines in pre-season with the signing
of former New South Wales, Canterbury Bulldogs and
Wests Tigers half-back Josh Reynolds. The signing of
Reynolds moved them into contention of winning the
Grand Final for the first time in their history.
Unfortunately, after a promising start, Reynolds picked up a
hamstring injury and will not be in action this evening.
Hopefully, we will get to see him back on the field very soon,
as he is certainly entertaining to watch.
Jake Connor is an amazing talent, and he has the potential of
winning Man of Steel one day. He looks to be thriving in the
full-back position, and he was starting to link up well with
Reynolds. If Hull are to be real title contenders, then Connor
needs to keep his composure and temper. On his day he is
unplayable, but he has the tendency to get embroiled in
incidents he would be better to stay out of. If he is in the
mood tonight, then Wigan could be in trouble.
Marc Sneyd is one of the best goal kickers and in-field
kickers in Super League. Wigan will need to combat that if
they are to prevent the Black and Whites from getting on a
roll. 
Hull have always seemed to have a talented pack of forwards.
Wigan fans will be familiar with one of them in the shape of
Scott Taylor. The prop forward seems to be really enjoying his
rugby at the minute, he always wants to take the ball in, and
he tackles like a brick wall. The on-going battle with Brad
Singleton will be interesting to witness this evening.
You cannot mention a Hull pack without hooker Danny
Houghton. The 32-year-old captain will tackle anything that
moves, he recently made 85 tackles in one game against
Warrington. He made 67 of those during the 80 minutes, and
a further 18 during 10 minutes of extra-time. He doesn’t seem
to get tired, my only advice is to not run at him.

Jake Connor.

Marc Sneyd.

Danny Houghton.Josh Reynolds.Scott Taylor.

David Fifita.

CLUB RECORDS
Highest Score For
88-0 vs Sheffield – 02/03/2003
Highest Score Against
10-80 vs Warrington Wolves– 30/08/2018
Record Attendance 
28,798 vs Leeds – 07/03/1936 (The Boulevard), 
23,004 vs Hull KR – 02/09/2007 (KC Stadium)

MATCH RECORDS
Tries
7 – Clive Sullivan vs Doncaster – 15/04/1968
Goals
14 Jim Kennedy vs Rochdale – 07/04/1921,
14 Sammy Lloyd vs Oldham – 10/09/1978,
14 Matt Crowther vs Sheffield – 29/01/2003
Points
36 – Jim Kennedy vs Keighley – 29/01/1921

SEASON RECORDS
Tries
52 – Jack Harrison – 1914-15
Goals
170 – Sammy Lloyd – 1978-79
Points
369 – Sammy Lloyd 1978-79

CAREER RECORDS
Tries
250 – Clive Sullivan – 1961-74; 1981-85
Goals
687 – Joe Oliver – 1928-37; 1943-45
Points
1,842 - Joe Oliver – 1928-37; 1943-45
Appearances
500 – Edward Rogers – 1906-25

HULL FC SUPER LEAGUE STATS 2020
Carries
Josh Griffin 205, Carlos Tuimavave 205, Jamie Shaul 200
Offloads
Ligi Sao 28, Mahe Fonua 26, Manu Ma’u 16
Metres
Josh Griffin 1902, Carlos Tuimavave 1875, Jamie Shaul 1387
Tackles
Danny Houghton 584, Ligi Sao 429, Brad Fash 404
Try Assists
Jake Connor 14, Albert Kelly 7, Josh Griffin 6
Marker Tackles
Danny Houghton 114, Brad Fash 111, Joe Cator 86

2020 KEY DATES
12th March 2020
Coach Lee Radford was sacked after a 38-4 home defeat
against Warrington Wolves.
19th May 2020
The club announced that winger Ratu Naulago would leave at
the end of the season to move to rugby union.
13th September 2020
Carlos Tuimavave agrees new four-year contract.
1st October 2020
Ben McNamara – son of Catalans Dragons and former Hull
player Steve – scores a try on his first-team debut against
Castleford Tigers.
18th November 2020
Danny Houghton signs two-year contract extension.
24th November 2020
Jordan Lane signs two-year deal to remain with Hull until the
end of the 2022 campaign.
25th November 2020
Brett Hodgson is named as new head coach on a three-year
deal.
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WIGAN WARRIORS ANNOUNCE
MULTI-YEAR PARTNERSHIP WITH
WAR PAINT FOR MEN.
Wigan Warriors have announced a ground-breaking
multi-year partnership with War Paint For Men, who will
become the club’s inaugural Training Kit Partner and
Official Men’s Health and Wellbeing Partner. 
Marking their first partnership within rugby globally, War
Paint For Men’s branding will feature on the front of the
first team squad’s training kit, with the partnership set to
deliver a range of tailored campaigns and programmes to
address mental health.
Founded by Danny Gray, a body dysmorphia sufferer and
men’s wellness advocate, War Paint For Men is a
specialist men’s makeup brand seeking to break the
stigma of makeup being exclusively for women by helping
men feel comfortable and confident via any means
necessary.
The brand is experiencing staggering growth globally with
growing retail partnerships including John Lewis, Harvey
Nichols and REISS plus international expansion across
North America, Asia and Australia.

Wigan Warriors executive director, Kris Radlinski,
commented: “We are delighted to welcome War Paint For
Men as our first ever designated Training Kit Partner and
Official Men’s Health and Wellbeing Partner.
“After hearing Danny’s inspirational story and what he is
seeking to achieve, which is far more than just selling
makeup, we realised that this partnership is a natural fit
for the club.
“On the face of it, many fans would not expect a rugby
league team to be partnering with a makeup brand which
makes this partnership even more important as we see
this as a vital opportunity to break misconceptions and to
make a genuine difference to both the sport and our wider
community. 
“We want to use the partnership to inspire confidence
amongst men, encourage wellness and raise awareness

of topical mental health challenges which are just as
prevalent in professional sport as they are in

everyday life, particularly given the last 12
months for all of us.”

War Paint For Men founder, Danny Gray,
added: “I was inspired to create War Paint

due to my own mental health struggles
and I couldn’t be more proud to see

that our brand growth can result in
working alongside Wigan Warriors
to help us address the issue.      
“I can’t wait to unveil some of the
ground-breaking initiatives we
have planned to help people with
mental health issues and raise
awareness amongst the Rugby
League community.”

War Paint is a brand that is fuelled by a desire to help
men feel good and provide them with the confidence to
be themselves. Men wearing makeup shouldn’t carry a
stigma. Rather, it should offer the potential to empower.
War Paint challenges masculine stereotypes and gives
men a choice. www.warpaintformen.com
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SUPER LEAGUE AND SKY SPORTS EXTEND DEAL UNTIL 2023.
Super League (Europe) have announced that it has
extended its broadcast rights deal with Sky Sports for a
further two seasons, taking the ongoing partnership to 28
years. 
The extension sees the broadcast partner for UK & Republic
of Ireland continue its long-standing relationship until the end
of the 2023 season.
Sky Sports will continue to show the biggest Betfred Super
League games with 66 live matches exclusively per season -
including flagship events Dacia Magic Weekend and the
Betfred Super League Grand Final.

The new agreement will see Sky Sports have the first pick of
games in each of the regular season rounds as well as first
pick in each of the Play-Off weeks, meaning fans can expect
to find the biggest clashes each week live and exclusive on
Sky Sports.
Sky Sports will also work with Super League to reach new
audiences and will make some of this season’s fixtures
available via free-to-air Sky platforms.
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1 Which amateur club beat League 1 opposition in the
2019 Challenge Cup?

2 How many different players kicked a Super League
goal in 2020?

3 How many Wigan players got selected for the Exiles
squad in 2011?

4 Who was the first English player to win the Golden
Boot in 1988?

5 Who was Super League's first ever top try-scorer?

6 Which former Super League head coach was named
as the hooker in the 2000 Dream Team?

7 How many tries did Bryony Coombs score against
Huddersfield Giants in the Betfred Women's Challenge
Cup?

8 How did Kevin Sinfield raise two million pounds for
Rob Burrow?

9 In which part of France do the Bisons play in the Elite
One Championship?

10 Which current NRL team has had the most wooden
spoons in the Competition's history?

QUIZ TIME.
IT’S TIME TO EXERCISE YOUR SPORTING KNOWLEDGE. 
ONCE AGAIN WE HAVE 10 QUESTIONS ON RUGBY LEAGUE AND 10 ON GENERAL SPORT. 
AS USUAL THE ANSWERS ARE SUPPLIED ON PAGES 40-41 OF THIS ISSUE. 
HOWEVER, SCROLLING DOWN FOR A QUICK PEEK IS NOT ALLOWED!

First Half - Rugby League. Second Half - General Sport.
1 In what sport could someone be found at silly point?

2 Which jockey claimed third in the 2020 BBC Sports
Personality of the Year Awards?

3 Which F1 team was owned by a family who run a
worldwide chain of clothing stores of the same name?

4 Who won the 2021 Masters Tournament at the start of
this month?

5 Who is the Champions League’s top goalscorer of all
time?

6 How old was Jon Jones when he became UFC
Champion for the first time?

7 What NFL team lost a record nine straight postseason
games?

8 Which former Bolton Wanderers player was “so good
they named him twice”?

9 What NHL team are the current number one seed for
the playoffs?

10 In which English city was the 2019 Netball World Cup
held?

See First Half question 8.

COMPILED BY RYAN KUZIO

To visit us online now just click here: www.chapelhouse.co.uk
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1 - BEVAN FRENCH
is sponsored by

2 - DOM MANFREDI
is sponsored by

3 - ZAK HARDAKER
is sponsored by

4 - OLIVER GILDART
is sponsored by

5 - LIAM MARSHALL
is sponsored by

6 - JAI FIELD
is sponsored by

KRIS RADLINSKI
is sponsored by

ADRIAN LAM
is sponsored by

DR CHRIS BROOKES
is sponsored by

JOHN WINDER
is sponsored by

MATTY PEET
is sponsored by

SEAN O’LOUGHLIN
is sponsored by

SHANE ECCLES
is sponsored by

DARRELL GOULDING
is sponsored by

KYLE HUISH
is sponsored by

JOHN STOPFORD
is sponsored by

TOM FIZPATRICK
is sponsored by

IAN BENTLEY
is sponsored by

7 - THOMAS LEULUAI
is sponsored by

8 - BRAD SINGLETON
is sponsored by

9 - SAM POWELL
is sponsored by

10 - JOE BULLOCK
is sponsored by

11 - WILLIE ISA
is sponsored by

12 - LIAM FARRELL
is sponsored by

13 - JOHN BATEMAN
is sponsored by

14 - OLIVER PARTINGTON
is sponsored by

15 - MORGAN SMITHIES
is sponsored by

17 - TONY CLUBB
is sponsored by

19 - LIAM BYRNE
is sponsored by

20 - HARRY SMITH
is sponsored by

21 - ETHAN HAVARD
is sponsored by

22 - JAKE BIBBY
is sponsored by

23 - MITCH CLARKE
is sponsored by

25 - JOE SHORROCKS
is sponsored by

27 - KAI PEARCE-PAUL
is sponsored by

28 - SAM HALSALL
is sponsored by

29 - JAMES McDONNELL
is sponsored by

30 - UMYLA HANLEY
is sponsored by

31 - JACKSON HASTINGS
is sponsored by

32 - BEN KILNER
is sponsored by

Management,
Coaching, Medical
and Technical staff.

First Team 
playing squad.
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WRUDD

THE
FINCH FAMILY

IAN
PARKINSON

BENJAMIN
LLOYD
OF THE 

VODKA JELLY COMPANY

CHRIS &
NICOLA

MARTINDALE

WIGAN
WARRIORS

LOTTO AGENTS

DAVE & LYNNE
BERRY

Katie, Helen 
& Bev from 

www.morrisqualitybakers.co.uk

The Wigan Rugby
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Club, Riversiders,

Proudly Sponsor 

Darrell Goulding

The Wigan Rugby

Official Supporters

Club, Riversiders,

Proudly Sponsor 

Kyle Huish

The Wigan Rugby

Official Supporters

Club, Riversiders,

Proudly Sponsor 

Ben Kilner07718 702 572

01565 655654

www.learnwithdave.net

Player and Staff
Sponsorship 2021.

Wigan Warriors would like
to take this oppurtunity to
thank all our sponsors for
the 2021 season.



DATE COMP/RD VERSUS VEN KO/RES ATT POS Full Back Right Wing Right Centre Left Centre Left Wing Stand Off Scrum Half Prop Hooker Prop Second Row Second Row Loose Forward Rep Rep Rep Rep

MARCH

Friday 26th SLR1 Leigh Centurions A W 18-20 N/A 5 Hardaker (T,G) Field (D) Isa Bibby (2T) Hanley Leuluai Smith Singleton Powell Bullock (T) Bateman Farrell Partington Havard Byrne Shorrocks Smithies

APRIL

Thursday 1st SLR2 WAKEFIELD TRINITY H W 34-6 N/A 3 Hardaker (T,5G) Bibby (3T) Isa Farrell Hanley Leuluai Hastings Bullock Powell Singleton Bateman (T) Smithies (T) Partington (T) Shorrocks Havard Byrne Smith

Friday 9th CCR3 York City Knights A W 0-26 N/A N/A Hardaker (T,3G) Bibby Isa Halsall (T) Hanley (T) Smith (T) Hastings Bullock Powell Singleton Bateman Smithies Partington Byrne Clubb (T) Havard Shorrocks

Thursday 15th SLR3 Leeds Rhinos A W 6-19 N/A 3 Hardaker (T,G,DG) Bibby Isa Farrell (2T) Hanley Leuluai Hastings (T) Singleton Powell Clubb Bateman Smithies Partington Bullock Havard Shorrocks Smith

Thursday 22nd SLR4 CASTLEFORD TIGERS H W 22-12 N/A 2 Hardaker (T,3G) Bibby Isa Farrell French (2T) Smith Hastings Singleton Powell (T) Clubb Bateman Smithies Partington Shorrocks Bullock Byrne Havard

Thursday 29th SLR5 HULL FC H

MAY

Saturday 8th CCQF Hull FC A

Monday 17th SLR6 Leigh Centurions A

Saturday 22nd SLR7 Salford Red Devils A

Saturday 29th SLR8 Catalans Dragons A

JUNE

Sunday 13th SLR9 Huddersfield Giants A

Friday 18th SLR10 HULL KINGSTON ROVERS H

Friday 25th SLR11 Wakefield Trinity A

JULY

Thursday 1st SLR12 WARRINGTON WOLVES H

Sunday 4th SLR13 St Helens A

Friday 9th SLR14 HUDDERSFIELD GIANTS H

Friday 23rd SLR15 WAKEFIELD TRINITY H

Thursday 29th SLR16 Warrington Wolves A

AUGUST

Sunday 1st SLR17 LEIGH CENTURIONS H

Friday 6th SLR18 SALFORD RED DEVILS H

Sunday 15th SLR19 Hull Kingston Rovers A

Friday 20th SLR20 ST HELENS H

Thursday 26th SLR21 LEEDS RHINOS H

Monday 30th SLR22 Castleford Tigers A

SEPTEMBER 

Sunday 5th SLR23 WARRINGTON WOLVES N

Friday 10th SLR24 Hull FC A

Friday 17th SLR25 CATALANS DRAGONS H

HOME FIXTURES IN BOLD CAPITALS - A number of Home and Away designated fixtures will be played behind closed doors at neutral venues due to the Covid 19 pandemic

All fixtures and kick-off times are subject to change - see Club website & local press for details

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
In the event of an emergency at the DW Stadium requiring evacuation of the
ground in part or whole, spectators are requested to remain where they are
and listen carefully to announcements over the public address system. The
announcements may direct spectators in specific areas of the ground or
through perimeter exit gates on the pitch. Club stewards and police officers
will assist in directing spectators to the safest locations. If requested to
evacuate a specific area of the ground, spectators should do so calmly and
quickly as they can assist in a safe and speedy evacuation. All emergency
announcements will be preceded with a chime.
TACKLE IT
Wigan Warriors support the RFL’s “Tackle It” policy which clearly states it
will not tolerate racism or abusive language of any kind and will take specific
action against any spectators who engage in racist chanting, abuse or
intimidation. Rugby League is a family sport and, with this in mind, action will
be taken against any spectators who use foul and abusive language.
RESPECT
Wigan Warriors wants every fan to be among the vanguard as Rugby League
seeks to protect its image as a sport for families and sets even higher
standards. Wigan Warriors in conjunction with the Rugby Football League
supports the “Respect” programme which is aimed at ensuring that the
sport provides a suitable environment for everybody to enjoy both
participating in and watching Rugby League. It will ensure that Rugby League
continues to improve its reputation for being a disciplined, friendly sport,
which attracts supporters from all sections of society. Spectators have an
important role to play in the implementation of the “Respect” programme
and the way to which you react at the playing of national anthems (if
applicable), the introduction of the teams and dramatic moments in the
game will have an impact on what the sport is trying to achieve. So, please
join with us in making Rugby League a family sport which treats everyone
with “Respect.”
NO SMOKING
The DW Stadium is a no smoking venue, this includes the use of  e-
cigarettes. Thank you for your co-operation for making our home a healthier
place to be.

For The Record.

WIGAN WARRIORS FIRST TEAM 
APPEARANCES AND SCORERS 2021

Player A S TOT T G DG PTS
1 Bevan French 1 0 1 2 0 0 8
2 Dom Manfredi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 Zak Hardaker 5 0 5 5 14 1 49
4 Oliver Gildart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 Liam Marshall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 Jai Field 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 Thomas Leuluai 3 0 3 0 0 0 0
8 Brad Singleton 5 0 5 0 0 0 0
9 Sam Powell 5 0 5 1 0 0 4
10 Joe Bullock 3 2 5 1 0 0 4
11 Willie Isa 5 0 5 0 0 0 0
12 Liam Farrell 4 0 4 2 0 0 8
13 John Bateman 5 0 5 1 0 0 4
14 Oliver Partington 5 0 5 1 0 0 4
15 Morgan Smithies 4 1 5 0 0 0 0
17 Tony Clubb 2 1 3 1 0 0 4
19 Liam Byrne 0 4 4 0 0 0 0
20 Harry Smith 3 2 5 1 0 0 4
21 Ethan Havard 0 5 5 0 0 0 0
22 Jake Bibby 5 0 5 5 0 0 20
23 Mitch Clark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 Chris Hankinson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 Joe Shorrocks 0 5 5 0 0 0 0
27 Kai Pearce-Paul 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 Sam Halsall 1 0 1 1 0 0 4
29 James McDonnell 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 Umyla Hanley 4 0 4 1 0 0 4
31 Jackson Hastings 4 0 4 1 0 0 4
32 Ben Kilner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 Amir Bourouh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

THE WARRIORS GIRLS
are sponsored by  

The Berkeley
part of Amber Taverns
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First Team Match Statistics.

QUIZ TIME ANSWERS
First Half
1. Thatto Heath Crusaders, 2. 21, 3. Three, 4. Ellery Hanley, 5. Paul Newlove, 6. Keiron Cunningham, 7. Two,
8. He ran seven marathons in seven days, 9. Avignon, 10. Parramatta Eels.
Second Half
1. Cricket, 2. Hollie Doyle, 3.  Benetton, 4.  Hideki Matsuyama, 5. Cristiano Ronaldo, 6. 23, 7. Detroit Lions,
8. Jay-Jay Okocha, 9. Vegas Golden Knights, 10. Liverpool

LOGAN ASTLEYREBECCA GREENFIELD

LEAH DARBYSHIRE

RACHEL THOMPSON

GEORGIA WILSON

MEGAN 
GRACE-HOLDING

EMILY STRIRZAKER

ALISON BURROWS

HOLLY SPEAKMAN

CARYS MARSH

JADE 
GREGORY-HASELDEN

VANESSA TEMPLE

PAIGE COSTELLO

VICKY MOLYNEUX

EMILY BAGGALEY

EMMA DWYER

LUCY BAGGALEY

ELEANOR DAINTY

ANNA MARY DAVIES

KATIE STEPHENS

OLIVIA FRAIN

CLARE RADFORD

DANIELLE MOLYEUX

AIMEE WOOD

AMY BOARDMAN

BETH HAYES

MEGAN BRAGG

LAUREN GILLHAM

ALICE CONNOLLY

LEAH DOOTSON

ISLA ASPDEN

KAITLIN HILTON

EMILY LEATHERBARROW

GEORGIA PARKER

ISABEL THOMPSON

OLIVIA BROOKS

TOBY BRANNAN

BILLY CANNON

ZAC ECKERSLEY

TOM FORBER

LOCKLYN GRIMSHAW

HARVIE HILL

ELLIS HOBSON

KYLE HUISH

ADAM JONES

HARVEY MAKIN

MATTHEW NICHOLSON

JUNIOR NSEMBA

BEN O’KEEFE

LEWIS PINDER

BRAD O’NEILL

JOE ROBINSON

KAVAN ROTHWELL

REECE STANTON

REGAN SUMNER

ALEX SUTTON

JACK TAYLOR

KIERON WILKINSON

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

LJK
CONSULTANTS

STEVEN
JACKSON

MEL 
& MIKEY

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP 
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

JACOB DOUGLAS
SPONSORSHIP 

AVAILABLE
CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP 
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP 
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP 
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ON SPONSORING A PLAYER 

IN 2021 PLEASE CALL
01942 762890

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
SPONSORING A PLAYER 

IN 2021 PLEASE CALL
01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

SPONSORSHIP
AVAILABLE

CALL 01942 762890

ROCHDALE 
MAYFIELD 

ARLFC

SEPHTONS 
NEWS

TRY
FITNESS

ACCURIST
LIMTED

RESTORATIVE 
SOCIAL CARE

SERVICES

GLOBAL 
MATERIALS
HANDLING

BARRY
McCARTHY

NORMAN 
& MICHELLE 

PRIOR

WIGAN WARRIORS WOMENS TEAM SPONSORS 2021 WIGAN WARRIORS ACADEMY SPONSORS 2021

BAKERY & DELICATESSEN - GOLBORNE

NORTH WEST
LTD.

LOWRY
RECRUITMENT

JACK BIBBY

RKF PROPERTY SERVICES 
07968 404658

GLEE UK LTD.

MAG 
ENGINEERING LTD.

GARY
BENNETT

GD BATHROOMS
FRONTLINE

BUILDING SERVICES

BiliTik
Limited

THE TAVERN 
SPORTS BAR

www.concrete2you.com

RIVERSIDERS
SUPPORTERS CLUB

DALE PROJECTS
LTD.

JOE CHARNOCK



WIGAN WARRIORS HULL FC

1 Bevan FRENCH
2 Dom MANFREDI
3 Zak HARDAKER
4 Oliver GILDART
5 Liam MARSHALL
6 Jai FIELD
7 Thomas LEULUAI
8 Brad SINGLETON
9 Sam POWELL
10 Joe BULLOCK
11 Willie ISA
12 Liam FARRELL
13 John BATEMAN
14 Oliver PARTINGTON
15 Morgan SMITHIES
17 Tony CLUBB
18 The WARRIORS FANS
19 Liam BYRNE
20 Harry SMITH
21 Ethan HAVARD
22 Jake BIBBY
23 Mitch CLARKE
24 Chris HANKINSON
25 Joe SHORROCKS
27 Kai PEARCE-PAUL
28 Sam HALSALL
29 James McDONNELL
30 Umyla HANLEY
31 Jackson HASTINGS
32 Ben KILNER
33 Amir BOUROUH

1 Jake CONNOR

2 Bureta FARAIMO

3 Carlos TUIMAVAVE

4 Josh GRIFFIN

5 Mahe FONUA

6 Josh REYNOLDS

7 Marc SNEYD

8 Scott TAYLOR

9 Danny HOUGHTON

10 Tevita SATAE

11 Andre SAVELIO

12 Manu MA’U

13 Ligi SAO

14 Jordan JOHNSTONE

15 Joe CATOR

16 Jordan LANE

17 Brad FASH

18 The HULL FC FAITHFUL

19 Ben McNAMARA

20 Jack BROWN

21 Adam SWIFT

22 Josh BOWDEN

23 Connor WYNNE

24 Cameron SCOTT

25 Masimbaash MATONGO

26 Jude FERREIRA

27 Mitieli VULIKIJAPANI

28 Harvey BARRON

29 Jamie SHAUL

MATCH OFFICIALS
Referee: J. CHILD

Reserve Referee: S. MIKALAUSKAS
Touch Judges: T. GRANT & J. SMITH
Reserve Touch Judge: M. SMAILL

Video Referee: B. THALER
Match Comissioner: R. CONNOLLY

Time Keeper: P. TABERNER

No. Tries Gls D.Gls No. Tries Gls D.Gls

Today’s teams will be selected from the squads listed below
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READY FOR ACTION




